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John Kerry: Arab Countries Have Offered to Pay the
“Full Cost” of America’s War on Syria
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 The US military by the admission of Secretary of State John Kerry is for sale and can do the
bidding of any state willing to pay the cost for any military adventure even if such military
action constitutes war crimes.

“The US regime” is nothing but a war criminal regime. 

This  shameless  government  accuses  others  of  committing  crimes,  but  the  US  is  the  first
country  to  use  nuclear  weapons,  raining  death  and  destruction  on  innocent  lives  in
Hiroshima and Nagasaki.

In Vietnam, the deployment of Agent Orange killed hundreds of thousands of innocent lives
and created an environmental disaster for which Vietnam is still suffering.

Then there is the use of depleted uranium weapons in Iraq.

Where will it end?

The  US,  supposedly  a  “democracy”  is  a  renegade  country.  It  commits  genocide  with
impunity.

American citizens cannot deny their collective responsibility because throughout the above
mentioned wars, they have through their elected representatives in Congress and in the
Senate approved and condoned the wanton slaughter of the innocent. 

Secretary of State John Kerry said Arab countries have offered to pay for a full  invasion of
Syria to oust President Bashar Assad.

“With  respect  to  Arab  countries  offering  to  bear  costs  and  to  assess,  the  answer  is
profoundly yes,” Kerry told the House Foreign Relations Committee during a hearing
Wednesday, according to The Washington Post. “They have. That offer is on the table.”

Kerry told Rep. Ileana Ros-Lehtinen (R-Fla.) that Arab countries are willing to put up the
full cost.

“In fact, some of them have said that if the United States is prepared to go do the whole
thing the way we’ve done it previously in other places, they’ll carry that cost,” Kerry said.
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“That’s how dedicated they are at this. That’s not in the cards, and nobody’s talking
about it, but they’re talking in serious ways about getting this done.”

“We’ve done it previously”. Where: Korea, Vietnam, Afghanistan, Iraq.  That is the model of
US intervention.
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